Solid Surface Top Curved
To Align With Stair Curve,
Typ.

Typ. Riser Height: 6 1/2" +/-
Typ. 16 " +/-
Typ. 10" +/-
Typ. 9"

16 ga. Type-304 Stainless Steel With #4 Brushed Finish Running Vertically

GENERAL NOTES
1. Space adjacent food service: Contractor is responsible for providing dust control- included but not limited to Zip-Wall enclosure and hepa-recirculating units to provide negative air.
2. Contractor shall carefully cut and remove existing wood veneer where new base will align. Provide new waterproof / non-absorbent backing substrate and stainless steel base.
3. Attachment shall be a combination of concealed adhesive, and visible stainless steel flat square drive screws aligning with each veneer joint and one centered between the panel joints.